STEVE

Trend Change Lubricant  (Swing Trade scan looking for a change in the downtrend using short float % as a catalyst))

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=158f692b3384d990092ed1e55727f386

Washout Bounce V3 (Swing trade scan that is a good 3 day hold with proper swing trading size of position. Best if all the selling and buyback occurs at the open)

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=52058ccfb70f1363283638f1efb7548f

Bouncers (slow simple 45 minute hold for stocks that took out yesterday’s low but bounced back up into yesterday’s range. Slow moving alert)

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=14895f24b8871961f5578508f939ae4d

Top Reversal (Opposite of Bouncers as it shorts the price after taking out yesterday’s highs then drops back into yesterday’s range. Slow moving)

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=e63af266c6749e24103110b8aab65355

Horseshoe Up (A gap momentum strategy for stocks that gapped up then tried to come back and fill the gap, only to go back to highs and trigger this alert)

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=7478dfdb8557ba8607240616d0470e83

Horseshoe Down  (Gap down momentum strategy - the exact opposite of Horseshoe Up)

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=108e6cac18df6b2318b58a4f90930f77

Squeeze Me (Stocks near 52 week high with many short sellers. Looks for candidates to set an alert on if it does in fact go thru 52 week highs and creates a short squeeze)

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=96932fd5bd8794b0582777a564646ffc

Squeeze 52  (A swing trading short squeeze alert that is similar to Squeeze Me but alerts in real time)

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=bb7bc55085b477191857f77f216d7042

3 Day Bounce. (Swing Trade Alert, looks to hold on for a 3+ day swing trade after a selloff and
hammer type candle)

Pullback to the 20 SMA (stocks that are pulling back to their 20 day SMA area and bouncing)
[http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=26ec76da3b1744e1ad27fc7ce1db5601](http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=26ec76da3b1744e1ad27fc7ce1db5601)

Downside Trend Breakers (short play - Looks for uptrends being broken in order to find a level to go short for swing or day trade)

JAMIE

Turbo Up Family - No Resistance

This collection of strategies is using “New High” as the alert with accelerated one minute volume to spot timely intraday entries for conducive range breaks to the upside. These plays also have the added benefit of All Time Highs. (No Resistance)

[http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=cb01a9b3c12ececeb50fc37dbef0f289](http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=cb01a9b3c12ececeb50fc37dbef0f289)

Turbo Down Family - No Support

This collection of strategies is using “New Low” as the alert with accelerated one minute volume to spot timely intraday entries for conducive range breaks to the downside. These plays also have the added benefit of All Time Lows. (No Support)

[https://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=de69e7a783f2b0e821276d258b3bd243](https://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=de69e7a783f2b0e821276d258b3bd243)

Pack Leaders

This Toplist will display large cap stocks (market cap >$4Billion) that are currently hitting all time highs.

Compare Count Family - 4

This Compare Count group of windows is meant to be used in the 1st 15 minutes of the market. The idea is to get a feel for what the institutional sellers/buyers might be up to for the session. Extreme buying/selling in the 1st 15 minutes can sometimes be a clue; Large chunks of institutional orders can be completed in this time and then the rest of the order must be sliced and diced during the remainder of the session. Bottom line, if the ratios greater than 55%, these windows can act as a sort of leading indicator.

https://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=085c45742b2d6bf4ea911dd128f774ee

Volume Radar

This Toplist shows stocks meeting very basic volume criteria in order to try and weed out stocks that are to thinly traded. The good stuff comes in the columns and the ability to sort by multiple volume metrics such as relative volume, 1,5, and 10 min vol levels.

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=49c1df0e854a645547967cb10e8740e9

Turbo Breaks - Down

Similar Configuration as the “No Support” Window; However, these stocks will be range bound on the daily as opposed to All Time Lows. Use the daily as a possible road map for how much something might actually move down before hitting support - assuming a nice intraday setup.
Turbo Breaks Up

Similar Configuration as the “No Resistance” Window; However, these stocks will be range bound on the daily as opposed to All Time Highs. Use the daily as a possible road map for how much something might actually move up before hitting resistance - assuming a nice intraday setup.

Andy

Extreme Volume H/L Pro (Momentum - Liquid Stocks):
https://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=a87cc4dd38edf7e52405295ddb4bd63c

Alpha Predator (Momentum):

Pullback, above 50 SMA(Position Trading):
http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=ea9e944260f5f17f094c672914d55cba

Consecutive Red Candles (Fading Strategy - Intraday):
https://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=627e114e475bf0ea2cfa464757ba6234

Consecutive Green Candles (Fading Strategy - Intraday):
http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=473182861ef47f52507bb1b3f69902e1

Pullback, above 50 SMA Pro (Position Trading):
http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=2b5fd37548bd8bf8d1982f0e7f87e1f7

Trend Change Pro (Position - Liquid Stocks):
http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=f4204fac5724e90fe8bd96f388c53de9

Alpha Predator Pro (Momentum - Liquid Stocks):
http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=bede440add10c9e8693d52a31717c4f8
Let's Go Fishing (Exhaustion Long - Position Trading):

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=0eb5db19443c06689391d995da0cdef4

Option Scan 2 Earnings (Earnings Plays - Momentum or Swing):

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=a3dc10b2b3f369b880a57432e376fb47

Shorting Junk

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=8bc9e0ae59bf06389faa38eeb07adb79

Bullish Candlestick Patterns

https://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=992c00fc086a6e9277c40c3fc63d8ce3

Sean

Dead Cats Dying Again (from Post-BTFD ebook)

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=d0f955534a218d06ca14ae866dd94a99

Reality Bites (from Post-BTFD ebook):

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=91a3ab901dbf81bde35e34a8f16a27cb

Daily Reversals:

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=e182d49e5f0dcc2199bc7279f6f9a3b5

BTFD Pro (ex-ETFs):

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=08839c0b64b0093d56cf4419607b319d

Sector Analysis with Symbol list:

http://www.trade-ideas.com/Cloud.html?code=3ec9573503a289c18b973464b8479ac7

EEM
FXI
GDX
GLD
IBB
IWM
IYH
IYR
IYT
KOL
KRE
KWEB
MOO
OIH
OIL
SLV
SLX
SMH
TAN
TEC
TLT
UNG
USO
VXX
XHB
XLB
XLF
XLU
XRT